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Abstract
This short technical paper presents a new standard model for Elementary
Particles. All elementary particle masses are related by simple math. This math
is similar to the math used for wifi signals and it is called 1024-QAM. The 1024QAM table graphically displays how all elementary particles are related, similar to
the Standard Periodic Table in chemistry. If we line up all of the particle masses
in order, we find there are a number of “gaps.” These are called the mass gaps,
and they line up perfectly with 1024-QAM, which fits the sequence of elementary
particle masses. Supersymmetry (SUSY) is also found to occur with 1024-QAM.
Mass Groups 1 thru 8 have heavyweight counterparts which are found in Mass
Groups 9 thru 16. 4 new particles are predicted to be discovered between 1 to
15 TeV. Also, 4 new particles are predicted to be discovered between 50 to 200
TeV. 4 new particles are predicted between 1 to 30 PeV. Numerous other new
particles are predicted using 1024-QAM. This ebook provides compelling
evidence that our universe is literally blinking, off and on, at a high frequency.
This frequency is estimated to be 1.039 THz.
1. Introduction

The math for the QAM table is simple and elegant. No previous particle model
has been able to explain the mass gaps. The QAM model beautifully explains
the mass gaps.
QAM stands for Quadrature Amplitude Modulation.
It is recommended that readers review reference [1] & [2], as the following
discussion will make more sense.

2. 1024-QAM Format

Figure 1. This is the 10-bit format for 1024-QAM. Each position has 4 possible data
values: 00, 01, 10, and 11. This equals a total of 1024 possible particles.

Figure 2. Periodic Table for Elementary Particles showing all 16 mass groups. This is
the new standard model. Note how the particles appear in groups of four. This is typical
of a QAM or wifi signal. They are arranged by mass groups in a natural pattern. This is
the simple math that is used for wifi signals and it also relates all elementary particles. It
provides compelling evidence that our universe is literally blinking, off and on, at a high
frequency.

Figure 3 Mass Groups 9 & 10 shown with estimated mass values. These mass ranges
are estimates.

3. Further Research
This preliminary model needs further research. The readers input and
suggestions are requested.
4. Conclusions
Mass Gaps, charge, spin and amplitude are readily identified and arranged by a

Digital-QAM table.
Other conclusions:
1) There are numerous particles that can be identified and discovered by using
the QAM digital table.
2) There must be a mathematical equation associating the mass values in a
natural pattern. The precise equation would be very helpful if known.
3) Prediction: 4 new particles will be discovered between 1 to 15 TeV/c2
4) Prediction: 4 new particles will be discovered between 50 to 200 TeV/c2
5) Prediction: 4 new particles will be discovered between 1 to 30 PeV/c2.
Readers are encouraged to read the associated technical papers at
smashwords.com, lulu.com, amazon, barnandnoble, kobo.com, and apple
ibooks.

This is a living document. The author reserves the right to make corrections and changes.
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APPENDIX
Sample Calculations using approximate mathematical patterns:
Photino Particle
1.275/.511 = 2.495
2.495 x 1.275 = 3.2 TeV
Gluino Particle
1.777/1.275 = 1.394
1.394 x 3.2 = 4.5 TeV

====

Sash Particle
80.4/95 = .846
.846 x 80.4 = 68 TeV
Sbev Particle
91.2/80.4 = 1.134
1.134 x 68 = 77 Tev
etc...by mass ratios

These calculations are not predictions, they are merely rough estimates. It is
understood these calculations are based on mathematical patterns.
=====

Figure A1. First Half of Table

Figure A2. Second Half of Table. These are the Supersymmetry (SUSY) heavyweight
counterparts for Mass Groups 1 thru 8.
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